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Build rst rci converters plugin 
01/28/2013 03:33 PM - Anonymous

Status: Resolved Start date: 01/28/2013
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: % Done: 100%
Category: Estimated time: 1.00 hour
Target version: rsb-0.9
Description

Build rst rci converters into rsb plugin instead of library.

Associated revisions
Revision da69f89d - 01/28/2013 02:51 PM - Arne Nordmann 

Build rst rci converters plugin, if rci configured

    -  Build converters into rsb plugin instead of library
    -  Fixed rst-rci converters
    -  Adapted debian package config
    -  We may have to adapt cmake config and pkgconfig files to export dependency pathes and libraries

fixes #1364

Revision ff29cda2 - 01/28/2013 02:51 PM - Arne Nordmann 

Build rst rci converters plugin, if rci configured

    -  Build converters into rsb plugin instead of library
    -  Fixed rst-rci converters
    -  Adapted debian package config
    -  We may have to adapt cmake config and pkgconfig files to export dependency pathes and libraries

fixes #1364

Revision 97b114bd - 01/28/2013 02:51 PM - Arne Nordmann 

Build rst rci converters plugin, if rci configured

    -  Build converters into rsb plugin instead of library
    -  Fixed rst-rci converters
    -  Adapted debian package config
    -  We may have to adapt cmake config and pkgconfig files to export dependency pathes and libraries

fixes #1364

Revision 3bb5050e - 01/28/2013 07:01 PM - Arne Nordmann 
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Link rst-converters to rst sandbox

    -  rst rci converters made clear that rst-converters needs to link rst-sandbox for all converters that use sandbox types

refs #1364

Revision 68e02cbf - 01/28/2013 07:01 PM - Arne Nordmann 

Link rst-converters to rst sandbox

    -  rst rci converters made clear that rst-converters needs to link rst-sandbox for all converters that use sandbox types

refs #1364

Revision fea5f5be - 01/28/2013 07:01 PM - Arne Nordmann 

Link rst-converters to rst sandbox

    -  rst rci converters made clear that rst-converters needs to link rst-sandbox for all converters that use sandbox types

refs #1364

History
#1 - 01/28/2013 03:34 PM - Anonymous
- Status changed from New to Rejected

(comment reverted)

#2 - 01/28/2013 03:34 PM - Anonymous
- Status changed from Rejected to In Progress

(comment reverted)

#3 - 01/28/2013 06:57 PM - Anonymous
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset rst-converters|commit:da69f89da353b69a6b6e56c4c3cf446989422296.

#4 - 01/28/2013 07:06 PM - Anonymous

Rst converters library now needs to link rst-sandbox library also (necessary for all converters that use sandbox types).
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